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they owe to foreign influence—these are questions which
I neither dare nor desire to discuss. What is to me signi-
ficant is that they are essentially works of Indian art, and
that in their spiritual realism, their love of nature and of
fair human forms, they prove that Indians who were also
Buddhists belong to the great tradition which we have
been apt to claim for the West. Buddhism was, in fact, a
revolt against the other-worldly mysticism of the Upani-
shads—a claim that man's life, transient though it is, is
real. As it developed it went on to claim that all are by
nature Buddhas: they are real, not dreams. This is the
essence of the Lotus Scripture, 'All are my children „ . .
all may attain to Buddhahood'.
This emphasis on the reality and value of human life
is one note of the Buddha's thought; but with it there
went also the old Indian emphasis on the greater Reality
over against this fleeting world, the One behind the Many,
Man was only of value because in him the Ktcrnal might
be realized. And these two ideas of constant change over
against eternal rest are the key-notes of oriental art It
seeks to sound both clearly, and to harmonise them. And
so the pageant of Ajanta is best understood if we see in it
this contrast—the eternal calm of the Enlightened as he
sits beneath the Bo-tree serene amidst the whirlpool of the
senses—the daughters of Mara dancing to allure him, or
demon armies attacking him, or the life of the careless
world about him* This contrast is exquisitely brought out
in a little Amaravati medallion.1 Here we see on the one
hand the elephant maddened by alcohol and the crowd
which he is dispersing, and the women laughing at the
lattices. Then the whirlpool ceases as the calm figure of
the Buddha appears, and the elephant kneels in submission
at his feet, and the crowd is hushed in awe, This, from
south India, is very Ajantan, and the fresco of the Dying
Princess is a noble example of the realistic idealism
of these early artists—alluring in its beauty and pathos.
It shows that the artists were not merely interested in
* Sec p. 82,

